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ABSTRACT 

Lombok is a tourist destination favored by domestic and foreign tourists. However, 

amidst the development of Lombok as a famous tourist area around the world, Lombok 

was hit by an earthquake in 2018. Therefore, this study aims to describe Lombok’s 

tourism recovery strategy post an earthquake. This study uses qualitative research 

with descriptive methods and data is collected by purposive sampling technique 

obtained through informants. The research was conducted through observation, 

interviews and documentation. Based on the results of data analysis, it can be 

concluded that rehabilitation of tourist areas, improvement of tourism area security 

standards, promotion of tourist areas, and planning of dark tourism are strategies that 

used to recover Lombok’s tourism post an earthquake. 
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INTRODUCTION 

  Lombok is an island in the series of West Nusa Tenggara Province, in which is 

next to Bali and Sumbawa islands. Lombok belongs to one of small islands which 

becomes favored tourist destination by domestic and international tourists. Lombok 

tourism potentials are dominated by beaches and cliffs which separate the land and the 

sea, also in line with Mount Rinjani – the third highest volcano in Indonesia which 

becomes favorite tourists’ destination while visiting Lombok. Moreover, Lombok cannot 

be separated from the presence of cultural diversity, such as Sade village as tourism 

village in which is famous among tourists, Nyale traditional ceremony which is annually 

celebrated and is always abuzz visited by the tourists, and Peresean which includes in a 

dance to train the dexterity, courage, and toughness of the audience. From all of the 

potentials owned, Lombok becomes one of main tourist destinations in Indonesia, even 

in the world. In the midst of Lombok development as global famous region, it was 

attacked by an earthquake in 2018. Based on the data from National Disaster Management 

Agency (BNPB), there were approximately 564 people died, most of them were located 

in North Lombok regency of 467 people, 44 people in West Lombok regency, and 31 

people died in East Lombok regency. Furthermore, in Mataram city there were 9 people 

died, in Sumbawa regency there were 6 people died, in West Sumbawa 5 people reported 

died, and in Central Lombok regency 2 people reported died. Aside from that, the 

casualties were reported more or less 1584 people (nasional.kompas.com). In addition to 

fatalities, there were many buildings destroyed which caused material loss. Most of the 
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buildings in North Lombok regency were severely damaged, meanwhile were quite a lot 

tourist attractions in North Lombok regency, such as Mount Rinjani and Tiga Gili island. 

  Tourism as one of the biggest livelihoods in Lombok was also affected. It was due 

to domestic and international tourists became the victim of the earthquake and it caused 

the anxiety and fear to the tourists to come back having vacation in Lombok. Moreover, 

the trauma occurred in local communities made them unable to work during trauma 

recovery period. Therefore it needed time to recover, so it would return as it used to be. 

Such things caused the decrease of Lombok economy, even it went to stagnant condition 

for several weeks. Behind its heartbreaking condition during the earthquake, Lombok 

obtained the aid from various parties, such as government, Indonesian and world’s social 

organization, as well as private parties who also helped Lombok recovery in post-

earthquake, either moral or material aid. 

 

METHOD 

 It is a qualitative research in which the object is limited to the depth of data that 

can be dug up as much as possible. The deeper the data are collected, the more qualified 

the research will be (Bungin, 2015). The data collected will be tabulated using descriptive 

method that is used to make a description regarding to certain matters systematically, 

accurately, and factually. Descriptive method is also used as a way to test hypothesis and 

to answer presence question regarding to various phenomena happened in communities 

(Wardiyanta, 2006). 

 

Types of Data and Data Resources 

 The types of data and data resources used in this research are explained as follows: 

a. Primary Data 

Primary data are information obtained from key informant, or directly collected 

(Wardiyanta, 2006). In this research primary data was obtained through result of 

interview with the informants related to research object: government-in this matter was 

Lombok Tourism Agency, organization-Indonesian Hotel and Restaurant Association 

(PHRI), private parties in this matters were hotel and travel, Lombok local 

communities who belonged to local entrepreneurs, and tourists who visited Lombok. 

Asside from conducting interview, researchers also conducted observation for research 

purposes, so the information could be thoroughly and deeply collected. 

b. Secondary Data 

Secondary data was resulted from written information, either in the form of 

document or previous research result which were related to research object, usually it 

was obtained from the third informant or indirectly collected for instance through thr 

parties who were related to research object (Wardiyanta, 2006). Secondary data in this 

research were collected from printed books, previous research, scientific journals, 

documents regarding to Lombok earthquake, websites, and online media. 

 

Data Analysis Technique 

 Data analysis in qualitative research is a process of tracing and managing field 

data obtained from interview or observation systematically, so the researchers are able to 

present the result of research (Firman, 2018). There are several types of data analysis 

technique reffering to interactive model of Miles and Huberman inEmzir (2010) as 

follows: 
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1. Data Reduction 

Data reduction is a form of analysis which focuses, selects, and sharpens in order 

to be able to depict or verfify final conclusion. The data in qualitative research can be 

reducted by selecting, paraphrasing or summarizing, and creating inner part to be 

bigger pattern, and so forth. 

2. Data Model (Display) 

Data model is a set of data or information which are arranged, so it eases the 

description or to take action. Data model covers several types, such as graphic, matrix, 

network, and chart which are designed to unite information into more practical form, 

so researchers can visualize and draw conclusion correctly.  

3. Drawing Conclusion (Verification) 

Drawing conclusion is the last step in making data analysis. Conclusion can be 

drawn when the information or data collection has been conducted or it can also be 

done while the research is in progress. Drawing conclusion is in the form of existing 

ideas when the researchers open field notes or the ones which are from object or subject 

review, or to make findings replica in the series of information or other data. Therefore 

the meaning appear is from the data in which the authenticity and validity have been 

proven. 

 

RESULTS  

Direct observation to the research object conducted by the researchers was used 

to identify the main problem in the strategy formulation for post earthquake recovery of 

Lombok tourism. The problem found by the researchers from the observation was 

regarding to the tourism area condition in North Lombok caused by the earthquake. As 

the result, the access to the area mentioned was unable to be passed and the ruins of the 

old building in several locations were not yet cleaned, as well as the ones in Gili 

Trawangan. However, based on the observation of tourism area conducted by the 

researchers regarding to the building condition, almost all of them had been mended, the 

damaged buildings were destroyed and replaced with temporary shelters or new 

buildings.  

Nevertheless, the debris from the earthquake ruins remained in the location which 

had not yet been cleaned thoroughly made the inconvenient view. The place observed by 

the researchers was Tiu Kelep waterfall in which the condition was unable to be passed 

due to the landslide around it and the fallen rocks blocked the road. Because the size of 

the rocks was quite big, it took time to do tourism recovery and rejuvenation in Tiu Kelep 

waterfall.  

Another condition observed by the researchers was mental condition of the community 

and existed tourists. Mental condition was indeed essential for tourism area development 

since the operators in North Lombok tourism destination were mostly the locals who got 

the impact of the latest earthquake. Therefore, mental health of the tour operators, in 

which were the locals, and the tourists was very much needed to recover Lombok tourism. 

From the observation result conducted by the researchers, almost all of the locals 

were no longer traumatized with the earthquake and they had started living their lives 

normally as before it happened. The shops and offices had started to reactivate. As well 

for the tourists, they started to visit Lombok island for vacation, specifically in North 

Lombok regency, which proved they were no longer afraid of the earthquake occurred in 

Lombok in 2018. However, due to the earthquake attack in March 17th, the locals and the 
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tourists were more aware towards it and they became afraid of more powerful aftershock. 

It affected tourism activity for awhile, yet, due to its shorter duration, tourism activity was 

gradually improved. Generally, from the observation conducted, it could be summed up 

that the locals and the tourists had started their activities as before the earthquake 

happened.  

 

DISCUSSION 

Rehabilitation of Tourism Area 

  Based on the data collected by the researchers from results of interview with 

selected informants, it was obtained one of strategies of post-earthquake Lombok tourism 

rehabilitation by doing tourism area rejuvenation. Tourism area which initially damaged 

by the earthquake, either infrastructure such as road access or bridges, or supported 

facilities such as physical building – toilet, praying room, etc. – also from the nature 

condition should be repaired in order to make the area can be appropriately visited and 

operated. Rebuilding and rearranging were undertaken in such a way, so the area can be 

more lovely and beautiful, also adding more facilities to be more attractive and many 

tourists will come to the area.  

  Tourism area to be rejuvenated was also varied in scale, from light to heavy scales. 

For the light scale, there were only damaged buildings and infrastructure that can be 

immediately rehabilitated or rebuilt and rearranged to be appropriately operated as 

tourism area. However, it is different from rearranging nature condition which needs 

longer time due to the structure of the nature itself is complicated to be repaired, 

moreover, tourism area in North Lombok tends to have nature condition which has not 

been changed much, thus it is very natural. Related to Mount Rinjani nature condition 

which is difficult to conduct the rehabilitation or reconstruction, in order not to be 

perished due to continuous closing for the tourists, other attempt was taken that was by 

seeking other tracks or accesses to the tourism area. Aside from rehabilitation, rebuilding 

and rearrangement of earthquake affected areas, rehabilitation of post-earthquake 

Lombok tourism was also conducted in the form of locals housing rebuilding. The aim of 

the housing rebuilding is to provide residency to local communities and make them feel 

safe to work as tourism operators. 

 

Improvement of Tourism Area Safety Standard 

  Based on the data obtained from interview with informants, second strategy to 

post earthquake Lombok tourism recovery is through safety standard improvement. The 

attempt to improve safety standard is by installing tools for tourism area safety, such as 

the installation of early warning, CCTV, assembly point zone, and evacuation track in 

tourism area. The purpose of the installation is to give clear signage of early warning or 

guiding to tourists on where to go in a state of emergency, or to make additional safety 

system if a disaster happens, and or for daily safety purposes such as CCTV installation 

in tourism site. Asside from tourism site, the attempt of preventions applied to buildings 

in tourism site, such as hotels or restaurants which visitors mostly come or stay in. If 

similar disaster happens, the collapse of the building will not cause a lot of fatalities since 

the buildings have followed presence building standard, thus it can minimize the fatalities 

or building damage to similar disaster in the future. It aims to reduce the fear on the lack 

of safety building in Lombok tourism area felt by the tourists. 
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Promotion of Tourism Area 

  Based on the result of interview with the informants, the next stage on post-

earthquake tourism recovery applied in Lombok is by doing the tourism area promotion. 

Without any promotions or notifications that Lombok has been recovered and is able to 

operate as tourism area, there will not be anyone to come back. Due to being uninformed, 

thus the promotion is important in attempt to tourism recovery for returning the trust from 

domestic and international tourists to revisit Lombok. With the increase of tourists visit 

to Lombok, its tourism will be fully recovered, since it gets the income and the locals 

economy will rise up, thus it can be used to re-establish or enhance the existed facilities 

to support tourism area in Lombok. Promotion in which is an attempt to revive Lombok 

tourism cannot be done one side only, all of the elements of society must also help, either 

from government, entrepreneurs, local communities, or the tourists. The forms of 

promotion that had been done by Lombok in an attempt to enliven its tourism were 

holding events in Lombok to show that Lombok tourism was not dead yet, its tourism is 

continuously established to accept tourist visits instead. The events meant were festival, 

art performance, or bringing in the travelers to see Lombok condition by themselves 

which was able to accept the tourists as a way to attract tourists visit to Lombok. 

  Aside from events held in Lombok to attract the tourists back to Lombok, 

promotion was also done by doing collaboration with several parties, such Tourism 

Agency of West Nusa Tenggara Province, mass media in Lombok, as the information 

agent that Lombok tourism still has potential to be visited by the tourists. Other 

promotions were in the form of domestic tourists’ consortium procurement which was 

followed by travel agent, in an attempt to bring in the guests to tourism area in North 

Lombok. Also, holding national meetings in the form of meeting amongst tour throughout 

Indonesia in North Lombok aims to attract the tourists visiting North Lombok tourism 

area. Afterwards, with the help of promotion through social media, it is expected to 

enliven Lombok tourism.  

  Besides the form of promotion that has been explained above, there is another 

promotion, which is forming new image to certain tourism area to attract more tourists to 

come since they usually get attracted to visit an area which has high selling value or has 

image similarity to the tourists. The similarity between image and tourists habit makes 

them feel safe and comfortable in visiting tourism area. The last promotion form is by 

giving satisfaction to tourists in visiting certain tourism area. It is really expected to occur 

with the assistance of government to give a feeling of obtaining something while visiting 

Lombok tourism area, this plan can be manifested by the provision of subsidies from the 

government, such as giving voucher to the tourists, or direct flight to tourism area which 

eases tourists’ trip so they are attracted to visit Lombok for having vacation in Lombok 

tourism areas. 

 

Dark Tourism Planning 

  According to the interview with North Lombok Tourism Agency, they stated that 

there would be earthquake museum established, to commemorate the catastrophic 

occurrence which had ever made Lombok tourism not operated as it was supposed to be. 

The establishment earthquake museum was planned to be built in three locations, they 

were in Pemenang, Kayangan, and Bayan areas. However, that was still becoming a plan 

due to various matters need to be studied to build this earthquake museum. It is expected 

that earthquake museum establishment can be new tourism site for North Lombok, as 

well as commemorate Lombok tourism which had ever collapsed but managed to rise.  
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Halal Tourism 

  One of tourism recovery forms of post-earthquake in Lombok was the 

enhancement of halal tourism. The basic thing due to halal tourism was the rebuilding the 

existed mosques in the whole Lombok Island with unique and attractive design, so it 

attracted the tourists who were moslem or non-moslem to visit those mosques. Besides, 

holding events that were related to Islamic activity were also applied. The enhancement 

of halal tourism was undertaken due to the belief that was believed by local communities 

in which the disaster happened because as the religious community they had neglected 

God’s commandment. Therefore, local communities were firmer and stricter in dealing 

with religious matters, specifically Islam as the major religion in Lombok Island. 

 

Social Recovery 

  The earthquake which attacked Lombok also influenced local communities’ 

condition as well as the tourists who were affected, hence there was a recovery treatment 

activity to the locals who were affected by Lombok earthquake, especially those who 

were in North Lombok. Psychological effects which were clearly seen over the kids were 

less focus and lack of concentration while studying. Although they were frequently 

restless, the kids tended to be able to overcome trauma from the earthquake. As for the 

adults, they tended to experience stress and bigger social trauma than the kids. Thus, there 

were more adults suffered from character and behavior changes.  

  The treatment on social condition recovery was conducted by focusing on 

teachers’ recovery, as well as cadres and other social agents since they were front liners 

in local communities who frequently related to the locals and able to lead in amongst local 

if similar phenomena happened. The form of social condition recovery for teachers and 

cadres was psychosocial support. Whereas social recovery condition for local 

communities had not indeed started since it needed to pass data findings and studies, so 

it could have clear module. Yet, in the future, there will be a program named family and 

children reinforcement gathering program. This social condition recovery was helped by 

psychologists throughout Indonesia, shaded by Pulih Foundation from Jakarta. The 

foundation was consisted of psychologists who went directly to earthquake locations. 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

  Based on the discussion in the previous part, it can be concluded that the strategies 

of Lombok tourism recovery which consisted of tourism area rehabilitation, improvement 

of tourism area safety standard, promotion of tourism area, and dark tourism planning 

have been conducted. They were focusing on Lombok tourism and it could be said that it 

was almost fully recovered and able to be operated as tourism destination as it used to be 

prior to be affected by the earthquake. From the physical condition, such as sufficient 

infrastructure and repaired facilities, they are continuously developed to ease the tourists 

in visiting Lombok. However, due to the earthquake happened on 17th March 2019, the 

nature condition was getting worse which was previously damaged by the initial 

earthquake on 21st July 2018. Nature reconstruction indeed needs process and it cannot 

be quickly reconstruction as it was done for buildings or other infrastructure. Moreover, 

the beauty of Lombok nature is not only centralized in North Lombok, but also in the 

whole of Lombok Island. Therefore, the tourists are able to visit other Lombok areas in 

which the nature is still lovely, while the damaged tourism areas such as Tiu Kelep 

waterfall and Mount Rinjani track are being recovered.  
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Recommendations 

With the sufficient activities done, starting from rebuilding infrastructure, 

improving and adding more facilities, and increasing security in tourism area, such as 

establishment earthquake resistance buildings and installation of early warning in every 

destination to minimize the presence of fatalities if similar disaster happened. 

Furthermore, by the development of other tourism destinations in North Lombok, such as 

tourism area rebranding was applied so the correct market was found to establish 

earthquake museum as the commemoration of dark disaster history in Lombok which can 

be used as new tourism destination in North Lombok to support tourism in Lombok. 

Afterwards, through national and international scaled promotion activities, it can 

broadcast and reassure the tourists that Lombok has been recovered and is safe to be 

visited. By the aiding from government, organizations, private sector, and local 

communities, post-earthquake Lombok tourism can be fully recovered. From other 

recovery aspect, Lombok local communities have started to work normally, either in 

tourism or other governmental aspects. Besides, tourists’ social condition is getting better 

and they feel safe to revisit Lombok, it can be seen from the tourists who are starting to 

come. Tourist visit, indeed, has not as many as the period prior the earthquake attacked, 

however, as the rehabilitation, improvement of standard, promotion, new tourist 

destination establishment, and other attempts of tourism enhancement in Lombok are 

taking place, it is expected that the tourist can immediately revisit Lombok for vacation 

and tourism in Lombok is getting better, also it can be world tourist destination. 
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